Abstract
Medal from Ghent University in 2000 (Yaalon, 2000) , recognizing excellence in research into the history 63 of science. These awards demonstrate Yaalon's transdisciplinary contributions. Yaalon himself felt that 64 his greatest contributions were in the areas of the influence of dust on pedogenesis and the 65 geomorphology of Israel (Yaalon, 2012) .
67
While quantitative measures are appealing to those who think scientifically and are relatively easy to 68 assemble, they have their strengths and weaknesses, and they hardly represent the full measure of 
72
Another approach to a non-quantitative evaluation of Yaalon's influence was on display at the 
81
One of the subjects that has been an important part of my career is the history of soil science. I was 82 introduced to this as a graduate student at Iowa State University when I took a class on soil genesis and 83 survey. My professor (Thomas Fenton) assigned a term paper where each student in the class was to 84 research a person who was important in the history of soil genesis and survey. I was assigned George
85
Nelson Coffey, and I began my research by going to secondary sources. However, I rapidly learned that while each of these secondary sources stated that Coffey had ideas on soil classification that were ahead 87 of his time, they all had essentially the same three or four sentences of information and nothing more.
88
To write a paper on Coffey I was going to have to delve into his primary works, which I set about doing.
90
By the time I completed my term paper I had far more information on Coffey than I had seen anywhere 91 else, and I decided I should pursue publishing the work. After some revisions the manuscript was 92 accepted by the Soil Science Society of America Journal (Brevik, 1999) , making the paper on Coffey my 93 third peer-reviewed article and my first soil science history article. However, publication of the article 94 had been largely serendipitous; I didn't have plans to pursue soil science history any further. Then, a few 95 weeks after publication of the Coffey paper, a letter arrived from Dan Yaalon. I was a graduate student,
96
unknown to almost anyone in the soil science community outside my own university, and I had a letter 97 from Dan Yaalon! He complemented me on the Coffey paper, encouraged me to continue work in the 98 area of soil science history, and going one step farther (a characteristic of Dan's), he suggested another 99 individual, Edward Elway Free, who had been ahead of his time but was largely ignored by the soil 100 science community and deserved to have his history documented. My research on Free also became a 101 published soil science history paper (Brevik, 2004) 
140
By about 2010, I felt ready to write a pedological essay loosely patterned after a sweeping essay I had 141 read as a graduate student, an essay on the state of the science in the 1960s written by Cornell's long-
142
standing Professor Marlon Cline, a piece he had entitled "The changing model of soil" (Cline, 1961 
169
During our many emails and the give and take of rewriting, the ever critical Yaalon had once threatened 170 to resign his co-authorship, but in the end we hung together, and it was Yaalon's special graciousness 171 that he left in his wake. He sent me a copy of his autobiography, published in 2012, and in reading it I 172 have never been so speechless as when I read the Epilogue. There verbatim is our Changing Model 173 paper's abstract, reprinted in full, along with a powerful statement that our paper represented, to Dan
174
Yaalon, the culmination of his life's work. I can only add that I wish that I am able to intellectually and 175 spiritually touch my colleagues and students in some of the ways this great man had touched me.
177

From Maieutics to Soils -Eric Verrecchia
178
The first time I was on a field trip with Dan Yaalon, he took me to the kurkar outcrops (carbonate- 
222
clear to me that he was a leading authority on such soils, and I was later to learn that he addressed 223 areas such as geomorphology and the history of soil science; indeed he was instrumental in promoting 224 soil history as a sub-discipline in soil science (Landa and Brevik, 2015) . In recognition to these latter 
325
Earth Sciences. I felt honored by his presence, because at that time he rarely visited the University due 326 to his difficulty walking. It seemed that he was very pleased to see that the field of soil-geomorphology 327 had become so active at Israeli universities and research institutes, where his legacy remains to this day.
329
Great Character and Inspiring Thinker -Daniela Sauer
330
When I think about Dan Yaalon, two characteristics of him, great character and inspiring thinker, 331 spontaneously come to mind. We never met personally, but he continuously followed the activities of (Yaalon, 1975) . Although this point seems to be self-evident, it is not always taken into account when soil formation over time is described by fitting soil chronofunctions to the observed 
377
A breakthrough came when I found three publications written by Dan Yaalon (Yaalon and Ganor, 1973;  378 Yaalon, 1975; Yaalon, 1987) . These helped me to better understand the role of aeolian silt sediments in 379 soil formation. The earliest of these articles, related to the evaluation of the influence of dust on soils 380 (Yaalon and Ganor, 1973) , turned out to be the most important. This paper shows the conceptual model 
538
This was a principle that Dan firmly adhered to.
540
In this paper several individuals have told how Dan influenced them, something that was a major 541 accomplishment of Dan's. In some cases that accomplishment took place within a close working 
